Abstract-We consider the problem of computing invariant sets of discrete time-invariant black-box systems without analytic dynamical models. A data-driven framework is proposed to compute almost invariant sets using a set of observations of trajectories. Based on these observations, scenario optimization problems are formulated and solved. We show that probabilistic invariance guarantees on the almost invariant sets can be established. With the help of domain identification techniques, inner and outer approximations of the almost invariant set can obtained. We apply our results to the computation of invariant sets for blackbox switching linear systems. The proposed datadriven framework is illustrated by several numerical examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
An invariant set of a dynamical system refers to a region where the trajectory will never leave once it enters. It is widely used in systems and control for stability analysis and control design, see, for instance [1]- [3] and the references therein. In particular, it plays an important role in providing sufficient feasibility and stability conditions in Model Predictive Control (MPC) [4] .
Numerous algorithms haven been proposed to characterize and compute invariant sets of different types of systems. The early literature has been devoted to linear systems with polyhedral constraints, see, e.g., [5] - [8] . In the presence of bounded disturbances in linear systems, robust invariant sets were studied and many algorithms have been proposed (see, e.g., [9] - [12] ) to tackle the complications arising from the robustness requirement. Recently, the authors in [13] , [14] have proposed an algorithm to deal with nonlinear constraints. Algorithms for computing invariant sets of different types of nonlinear systems can be found in [15] - [23] . The concept of set invariance can be also extended to hybrid systems. For instance, the works [24] - [29] have investigated the computation of invariant sets of switching systems.
The algorithms in the aforementioned papers are all based on an analytic model of the system, which is usually obtained by system identification in many engineering applications [30] . Most of the classical system identification methods are limited to linear systems or simple nonlinear systems. For more complex systems, piecewise affine models are often used, see, e.g., [31] - [33] . However, system identification for general nonlinear systems is still challenging and can often
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Email addresses: zheming.wang@uclouvain.be (Zheming Wang), raphael.jungers@uclouvain.be (Raphaël M. Jungers) introduce considerable modeling errors. For instance, the identification problem of a switching system is known to be NP-hard [34] . In view of the difficulty of system identification in real-life applications, increasing attention has been paid to data-driven analysis and control under the framework of black-box systems [35] - [38] . In particular, stability-like guarantees are provided in [38] for black-box switching linear systems, based merely on a finite number of observations of trajectories. Even when an analytic model is available, data-driven methods methods can be advantageously used to construct Lyapunov functions and estimate the domain of attraction for systems with complicated dynamical behavior [39] - [42] , see also the related concepts of the almostLyapunov functions [43] and the almost-invariant sets [44] . However, these data-driven methods are restricted to systems with analytic models. In the case of black-box systems, model-free algorithms have been proposed recently in [45] , [46] for the computation of invariant sets. In [45] , a datadriven method is presented to compute an approximation of a minimal robust control invariant set of linear systems with multiplicative and additive uncertainties. In [46] , an active learning method is developed to estimate reachable and invariant sets for nonlinear systems. However, invariance guarantees are not provided in [45] , [46] . In this paper, we aim to develop data-driven algorithms for discrete timeinvariant black-box systems with probabilistic invariance guarantees. We will extend the concept of almost-invariant sets to black-box systems by using the scenario optimization approach [47] - [49] . To identify these almost-invariant sets explicitly, we also propose a data-driven procedure, which is able to generate numerical inner and outer approximation within the given confidence level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. This section ends with the notation, followed by the next section on the review of preliminary results on invariant sets. Section III presents the proposed data-driven approach for computing almost invariant sets of time-invariant nonlinear systems and a data-driven procedure for identifying these almost-invariant sets. In this section, we will also discuss the complexity of different formulations. Several numerical examples are provided Section IV. The last section concludes the work.
The notation used in this paper is as follows. The nonnegative integer set is indicated by
Given a set S with a subset Z ⊆ S, the set difference S \ Z is defined as {x : x ∈ S, x ∈ Z} and |S| denotes the cardinality of S. For two set X and Y , X ⊕Y denotes the Minkowski sum. Let ⌈·⌉ and ⌊·⌋ denote the ceil and floor functions respectively. Additional notation will be introduced as required in the text.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We consider discrete-time dynamical systems of the form
where x(t) ∈ R n is the state vector, f : R n → R n is a measurable function over X with f (0) = 0, and X ⊆ R n is the state constraint set. Let us denote by φ(t, x 0 ) the solution of system (1) with initial condition x 0 at time t = 0. In this paper, we consider the case where we do not have access to the model, i.e., to f and we use the term black-box to refer to such systems.
Assumption 1: System (1) is asymptotically stable at the origin in X, i.e., lim t→∞ φ(t, x) = 0, ∀x ∈ X. Assumption 2: The set X is compact and contains the origin in its interior. The function f (x) is continuous with f (0) = 0.
From Assumption 1, we know that there exists a finite T ∈ Z
+ and an open ball B ⊆ R n around the origin such that φ(t, x) ∈ B for all x ∈ X and all t ≥ T .
Definition 1: [2] , [4] The nonempty set Z ⊆ X is a (positively) invariant set for system (1) if and only if for any x ∈ Z one has that φ(t, x) ∈ Z for all t ∈ Z + . Equivalently, for time-invariant systems, the set invariance can also be defined as: a set Z is invariant if and only if x ∈ Z implies f (x) ∈ Z. With Assumptions 1 and 2, there often exist multiple invariant sets. In many applications, it is desirable to compute the maximal invariant set [50] , which is defined below.
Definition 2: [7] , [15] , [19] The nonempty set O ∞ is the maximal invariant set for system (1) if and only if O ∞ is a invariant set and contains all the invariant sets in X. The maximal invariant set can be computed recursively by the following iteration:
With these iterates, it is easy to verify that
Thus, the maximal invariant set can be expressed as
Similar to the linear case in Theorem 4.1 in [7] , the properties of O ∞ are stated in the following proposition. Proposition 1: Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let O k be defined in (3)-(4) for any k ∈ Z + and the set O ∞ be defined in (6) . It has the following properties. (i) O ∞ exists and is nonempty.
(iv) For any k ∈ Z + , O k is compact and contains the origin in its interior. Proof of Proposition 1: (i) This property holds trivially since 0 ∈ O ∞ . (ii) Follows from similar arguments in [7] , [19] , we can see that for any x ∈ Z, x ∈ O ∞ . (iii) From Assumptions 1, there exists a k * such that φ(k * + 1, x) ∈ X for any x ∈ X. We claim that O k * is an invariant set of system (1). We have to show that for any
From Assumptions 1 and 2, it can be shown that O k is closed and bounded for any finite k ∈ Z + . According to the HeineBorel theorem, they are also compact. From the continuity of the function f (x), there always exists a open ball B ∈ O k with 0 ∈ B for any any finite k ∈ Z + . This completes the proof.
Properties (iii) and (iv) imply that O ∞ is compact and contain the origin in its interior. The standard procedure [7] to compute the O ∞ for a time-invariant system is to increase k from 0 until
which is equivalent to φ(k + 1, O k ) ⊆ X from (5). Although the algorithm in [7] is developed for linear systems, it also applies to nonlinear systems under Assumptions 1 and 2, as shown in Proposition 1. From the properties above, to determine O ∞ , we need to find a set O k * with k * satisfying property (iii). However, the references above are all based on the condition that the analytic model f is known. In black-box systems, these computations are no longer feasible, since the function f is unknown. In this paper, we provide a probabilistic verification of propery (iii) by observing by observing trajectories of the system.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we will discuss the computation of invariant sets under the data-driven framework. We will focus on almost-invariant sets, where the size of the invariance violating subset can be made arbitrarily small. First, we will use a finite set of observations of trajectories with a long horizon to obtain sets with probabilistic invariance guarantees. Then, we will generate a larger set of trajectories with a short horizon to identify these almost-invariant sets numerically. A data-driven domain identification procedure will be presented and inner and outer approximations of the almost-invariant sets can be established within the userdefined confidence level.
A. Almost-invariant sets
Suppose we observe N trajectories that are generated from N different initial conditions in X. Let P denote a probability distribution on X. The initial conditions, denoted by ω N = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N }, are sampled randomly from the set X according to P. More formally, ω N are independent and identically distributed random variables. For each initial condition x ∈ ω N , we will generate a trajectory {x, φ(1, x), · · · , φ(T, x)} by letting the system propagate for a sufficiently long time T .
With only a set of observations, it is unrealistic to pursue an exact invariant set. Instead, we will discuss sets that are almost invariant except on an arbitrarily small subset. We refer to such a set as an almost-invariant set. The formal definition is given below, adapted from [44] .
Definition 3: For any ǫ ∈ [0, 1], the nonempty set Z ⊆ X is an ǫ almost-invariant set for system (1) if
In order to compute O ∞ , the following problem is defined
From the proof of property (iii) in Proposition 1, it can be verified that k min satisfies property (iii), namely
Since the exact value of k min is unknown, we will make the following assumption.
Assumption 3:
We have an upper bound on
This is a mild assumption because we can usually choose some large K min . For instance, in practice, we can choose K min to be the time period of interest. We do not consider the case where the trajectories starting from X cannot return into X within a long period of time.
Suppose we have N trajectories with a length of K min +1, the following sampled problem is defined, inspired by the scenario optimization approach [47] - [49] ,
From Assumptions 1 and 2, there always exists a solution to P(ω N ) and let us denote the solution byt(ω N ) for the given ω N . Note thatt(ω N ) ≤ k min < K min . Some properties of P(ω N ) are stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Consider a system as in (1) and
. Let
for all i ∈ Z N +1 1
. Then, the following properties hold.
, they can only be distributed in the set {0, 1, · · · ,t(ω N +1 )}. From the definition of z i in (10), we can see that, for any i ∈ Z
Hence, we know that z i = 0 whent i N +1 ≥ k min for some i. This completes the proof.
In order to evaluate the invariance of the set O t , for all t ∈ Z + , let us define,
It is not difficult to see that
We will then present some important properties of S(t(ω N )) in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. For all k ∈ Z + , O k is defined by (3)- (4) . Given N ∈ Z + , let ω N be a set of N random initial conditions extracted according to probability P,t(ω N ) denote the solution of P(ω N ), N trajectories are generated starting from ω N for K min + 1 steps, and S(t) be defined in (11) for all t ∈ Z + . P N denotes the probability measure in the space X N of the multi-sample extraction ω N . Then, the following results hold. (i) The expectation of S(t(ω N )) satisfies
where k min is defined in (8) .
(ii) For a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1], S(t(ω N )) satisfies the inequality
Proof of Theorem 1:
Hence,
(ii) From Markov's inequality, we know that
From Theorem 1, the following corollary is derived.
Corollary 1: For a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and a confidence parameter β ∈ (0, 1], let
Then, with probability no smaller than 1 − β, P(Ot (ωN ) \ Ot (ωN )+1 ) < ǫ, wheret(ω N ) is the solution of P(ω N ) for the given ω N . Namely, with probability no smaller than 1−β, Ot (ωN ) is an ǫ almost invariant set of system (1). Proof of Corollary 1: From (13), with probability no smaller than 1 − β, P(Ot (ωN ) \ Ot (ωN )+1 ) < ǫ for any N satisfying (17) . For any x ∈ Ot (ωN )+1 ⊆ Ot (ωN ) , we know that f (x) ∈ Ot (ωN ) . This means that only when
From Corollary 1, an almost invariant set can be achieved when we have enough sampled trajectories. Consider the upper bound K min in Assumption 3, we need to take (⌈ Kmin ǫβ ⌉− 1) initial states with (⌈ Kmin ǫβ ⌉ − 1)(K min + 1) observations to get an ǫ almost-invariant set with a confidence level of 1−β, for a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and a confidence parameter β ∈ (0, 1].
To reduce the number of observations, we introduce the following modification of P(ω N ), for some given
The definition in (11) is also modified:
for some D ∈ Z + . With the modified problem and definition, the following theorem can be derived.
Theorem 2: Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Given N, D ∈ Z + and N random initial conditions ω N , lett D (ω N ) denote the solution of P D (ω N ) and S D (t) be defined in (19) for all t ∈ Z + . Then, the following results hold.
Proof of Theorem 2: The proof is adapted from the proof of Theorem 1. Consider N + 1 sampling initial conditions,
. Similarly, we can define
. Following the same arguments, we can see that the results Lemma 1 still hold. With the modification in (18), we will show a tighter bound on
The proof goes by contradiction. Suppose there exist three elements i, j, h ∈ Γ t such that z D (ω N +1 ) . Therefore, we can get that
With this bound, we can easily derive the inequalities (20) and (21) following the arguments in Theorem 1.
From Theorem 2, we can choose a sufficiently large D such that ⌊ kmin D+2 ⌋ become 0. In view of this, the following corollary is derived.
Corollary 2: Suppose D ≥ k min − 1 and let
for a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and a confidence parameter β ∈ (0, 1]. Then, with probability no smaller than 1 − β, Ot D (ωN ) is an ǫ almost-invariant set of system (1).
Proof of Corollary 2:
The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 1 and hence is omitted.
Given the known upper bound K min , let D = K min − 1 in P D (ω N ). In this case, we will need to take (⌈ 1 ǫβ ⌉ − 1) initial states with 2K min (⌈ 1 ǫβ ⌉ − 1) observations to get an ǫ almost-invariant set with a confidence level of 1 − β, for some given ǫ, β ∈ (0, 1]. When K min > 2, we are able to reduce the number of observations by solving P D (ω N ).
In order to further reduce the number of observations, we now propose another formulation. For any initial state x ∈ X, let t * (x) = min
and t * (x) = 0 when φ(t, x) ∈ X for all t ∈ Z + . Let us define the following problem
Let us denote by k * min the solution of the problem above. The property of k * min is stated in the following proposition. 
Following the formulation of Problem (25), we know that there exists a x ′ ∈ X such that φ(t, x ′ ) ∈ X for all 0 ≤ t < k min and φ(k *
From the proposition above, we can see that k * min ≤ k min < K min . Based on Problem (25), the following sampled problem is defined using the initial states ω N P * (ω N ) : max
To formulate P * (ω N ), we generate trajectories of length K min . The solution of P * (ω N ) is denoted by t * (ω N ) and the following theorem can be derived.
Theorem 3: Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. For all k ∈ Z + , O k is defined by (3)- (4) . Given N ∈ Z + and N random initial conditions ω N , let t * (ω N ) denote the solution of P * (ω N ), and S(t) be defined in (11) for all t ∈ Z + . Then, the following results hold. (i) The expectation of S(t * (ω N )) satisfies
(ii) For a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1], S(t * (ω N )) satisfies the inequality
Proof of Theorem 3: The proof is also adapted from Theorem 1. Consider N + 1 sampling initial conditions,
. From the definition of P * (ω N +1 ), it is easy to verify that t * (ω N +1 ) = max i∈Z
, we can define
Then, we can see that z i = 0 for any i = i * . This implies
Following the same arguments in Theorem 1, we can obtain (27) and (28) . Similar to Corollary 1, the theorem above implies that, for a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and a confidence parameter β ∈ (0, 1], if N ≥ 1 ǫβ − 1, O t * (ωN ) is an ǫ almost-invariant set of system (1) with probability no smaller than 1 − β. To get such a set, we need to sample (⌈ 
B. Complexity and implementation issues
Intuitively, it is more natural to compute O ∞ by simply estimating P(O k ) for all k ∈ Z + . This is because {P(O k )} k∈Z + is a non-increasing sequence that is strictly decreasing when k < k * and becomes constant when k ≥ k * for the smallest k * that satisfies property (iii). However, we will show that this naive approach takes more observations for high-accuracy estimation.
Let us define the indicator function of O k , ∀k ∈ Z + ,
Consider N random initial conditions ω N and their trajectories with a length of K min , let
Some results on {θ k N } k∈Z + are stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 3: Given N random initial conditions ω N , suppose θ N is defined in (31) . Let γ k = P(x ∈ O k ) for all k ∈ Z + . Then, the following results hold. (i) The variance of θ k N is given by
(ii) For any ǫ ∈ (0, 1], θ k N satisfies
(33) Proof of Proposition 3: (i) It is easy to verify that
(ii) From Markov's inequality, the inequality above implies
where the last inequality holds because (1 − γ) 2 γ ≤ 4 27 for any γ ∈ [0, 1]. Using Hoeffding's inequality, we can also get
For a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and a confidence parameter β ∈ (0, 1], |θ k N − γ k | < ǫ with probability no smaller than 1 − β if N ≥ min{ }⌉K min observations. The comparison of implementation cost of different approaches is given in Table I , where N O denotes the number of observations, i.e., N ×the trajectory length. As we can see from Table I that, for the same confidence level, P(ω N ), P D (ω N ) and P * (ω N ) will all outperform the naive approach as ǫ becomes smaller and P * (ω N ) will be the best. Hence, we will use P * (ω N ) and a summary of the procedure is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Computation of the almost invariant set of timeinvariant black-box systems (Phase I)
Sample N initial conditions ω N over X according to P, and generate the trajectory for each initial condition for K min steps; 3: Obtain t * (ω N ) from P * (ω N );
Remark 1: Assumptions 1-2 are sufficient conditions for the existence and compactness of O ∞ and the finite determinability of the iteration in (3)-(4). In fact, as shown in [19] , O ∞ will be the maximal compact invariant set when the compact set X contains all compact invariant sets, without even the stability assumption. In view of this, we believe that Algorithm 1 can be potentially applied to a broader class of systems, e.g., systems with periodic orbits and attractors, as long as O ∞ exists and it can be finitely determined by the iteration in (3)-(4). A few examples are given in Section IV.
Remark 2: In many cases, when N is sufficiently large, the solution t * (ω N ) from Algorithm 1 will be the exact O ∞ , i.e., O t * (ωN ) = O ∞ . However, there are cases where the value of t * (ω N ) may vary since ω N are randomly generated. This is usually because O k only changes slightly as k increases when k is approaching k * min . Two examples (Examples 2 & 3) of such cases are given in Section IV.
C. Domain identification
From the discussions above, we can obtain almost invariant sets using a finite set of trajectories with a long horizon. As the sampling number N increases, these sets will become accurate approximations of O ∞ with a high confidence level. We will refer to this step as Phase I. Suppose we obtain t * (ω N ) from Algorithm 1, we will need to let the system run for t * (ω N ) steps to know whether an initial state is inside O t * (ωN ) , although we know that O t * (ωN ) is an almost-invariant set. This is unrealistic in practice as future information is needed to check the current status. Hence, in Phase II, we will identify these sets explicitly. We will take the set O t * (ωN ) as an example and the same arguments can be applied to other sets.
Note that we only need to take t * (ω N ) steps rather than K min steps to check an initial state x. Based on this fact, to identify O t * (ωN ) , we propose to sample a larger set of initial conditions and generate the trajectories for t * (ω N ) steps. Let N denote the number of initial conditions in Phase II. In order to achieve accurate identification,N is normally much larger than N . However, the number of observations in Phase II is just t * (ω N )N rather than K minN . Consider the random data setωN := {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , xN } and the associated labels YN := {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , yN } defined by
for all i ∈ ZN 1 . We will consider the data setωN as a reference set for identification. We can then use the classical k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) algorithm [51] , in particular the 1-NN algorithm, on the labelled data set (ωN , YN ) to identify O t * (ωN ) . Note that the samples used in P * (ω N ) can be reused. Inner and outer approximations of O t * (ωN ) will be established with the 1-NN algorithm in a probabilistic sense. Although more advanced domain identification methods can be found in [52] - [55] , it is more intuitive to get firm bounds with the 1-NN algorithm. The total number of the observations in the overall two-phase procedure is K min (⌈
denote the sets of points inside and outside O t * (ωN ) respectively. For any subsets S 1 , S 2 ⊆ R n and any r ∈ R, the following set on X is defined
The properties of this set is discussed in the following lemma.
Lemma 2: Given a compact set X ⊆ R n , the set defined in (38) has the following properties: (i) For any compact subset S ⊆ X, Π(S, X \ S, 0) = S.
(ii) Given any subsets
(iii) For any subsets S 1 , S 2 ⊆ R n , δ ≥ 0, and r ∈ R, we know that
Proof of Lemma 2: From the definition of Π(S, X \S, 0), we can see that for any x ∈ S, x ∈ Π(S, X \ S, 0). Hence, S ⊆ Π(S, X\S, 0). We only need to show that Π(S, X\S, 0) ⊆ S. Suppose there exists a point x ∈ Π(S, X \ S, 0) but x / ∈ S. This means that x ∈ X \ S. Then, we can get (41) which contradicts the fact that x ∈ Π(S, X \S, 0). Therefore, it holds true that S ⊆ X, Π(S, X \ S, 0) = S.
(ii) This result follows immediately from the fact that, for any x ∈ X,
The naive approach ⌈min{
}⌉K min TABLE I: Implementation cost of different approaches for the given β and ǫ (iii) Suppose x ∈ Π(S 1 ⊕ δR n , S 2 , r), we can see that
Hence, x ∈ Π(S 1 , S 2 , r + δ), which implies Π(S 1 ⊕ δR n , S 2 , r) ⊆ Π(S 1 , S 2 , r + δ). Using similar arguments, we can also show (40) . For any x ∈ Π(S 1 , S 2 , r − δ), we have that
Hence, x ∈ Π(S 1 , S 2 ⊕ δR n , r). 
Similarly, we can show that
In a Monte-Carlo fashion, δ in (45) will become smaller and smaller as the number of sampling pointsN increases. This is in fact a random covering problem [56] . In general, as shown in [56] , only asymptotic results can be obtained when δ goes to 0. This is usually infeasible in practice. In the remaining of this section, we will present a method to generate the reference setωN and compute the δ in (45) . For a given setωN , we define the following problem
denote the solution of the problem above and the following lemma can be immediately obtained.
Lemma 3: Suppose the setωN is given and δ * (ωN ) is the solution of Problem (48) . Then, we can get that Although δ * (ωN ) can be defined, Problem (48) is numerically intractable since O t * (ωN ) is unknown. To obtain a numerical solution, we will again use the scenario approach. Suppose we randomly sample a set of N δ points inside X according to P, denoted byω N δ , and generate the trajectories for t * (ω N ) steps. Givenω N δ , the sampled problem of P(X;ωN ) is given bȳ
Let δ * (ω N δ ;ωN ) denote the solution of the sampled problem above. We define the violation probability ofP(ω N δ ;ωN ) bỹ
Adapted from Theorem 3.3 in [49] , the following theorem can be obtained.
is given and a set of N δ points, denoted byω N δ , are randomly extracted In this section, we will use several examples to illustrate the proposed data-driven framework for computing almost invariant sets.
Example 1: We first consider the following nonlinear system in [14] x 1 (t + 1) = 2(x 1 (t))
2 + x 2 (t),
As shown in [14] , this nonlinear system is asymptotically stable in R 2 . The state constraint set is given by X := {x ∈ R 2 : |x 1 | ≤ 1, |x 2 | ≤ 1}. Let β = 0.05 and ǫ = 10 −3 . Suppose an upper bound K min = 50 is available. The implementation cost of different approach in Phase I is given in Table II . We can see that P * (ω N ) requires fewer observations compared with others though it takes the same number of initial conditions as P D (ω N ). As we choose a small ǫ, it is not surprising that the naive approach takes more sampling points and observations. In the rest of this section, we will show that the proposed approach can be applied to some systems that violate Assumptions 1-2.
Example 2: Consider the discrete-time Lur'e system in [17] x(t + 1) = Ax(t) − Bφ and the function φ(y) :
, φ(y) = −φ(−y), ∀y ≤ 0 The state constraint set is given by X := {x ∈ R 2 : |x 1 | ≤ 15, |x 2 | ≤ 10}. It can be verified that the system is not , −δ * (ω N δ ;ωN )) (the inner bound). The actual set is computed by gridding.
asymptotically stable in the whole X. However, there exists an attractor inside X. By gridding, we can see that O k changes little after k ≥ 20. We will use the same setting in Example 1. The solution of P * (ω N ) varies from 30 to 45 after a few trials due to the randomness in ω N . Here, we present the result when t * (ω N ) = 45. The inner and outer approximations are given in Figure 3 for two different values ofδ.
Example 3: Consider the Chatala system in [19] , [22] x 1 (t + 1) = x 1 (t) + x 2 (t),
x 2 (t + 1) = −0.5952 + (x 1 (t)) 2 ,
The state constraint set is given by X := {x ∈ R 2 : |x 1 | ≤ 2, |x 2 | ≤ 2}. As shown in [19] , [22] , the attractor is contained in X. Using the same setting, the solution of This example is a discretized system of Example 1 in [57] and it is asymptotically stable. The state constraints are given by X = {x ∈ R 2 : |x 1 | ≤ 5, |x 2 | ≤ 5}. Again, we use the same setting in Example 1. The solution of P * (ω N ) is t * (ω N ) = 4. For two different valuesδ, the inner and outer approximations are presented in Figure 5 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a data-driven framework to compute approximate invariant sets of discrete time-invariant blackbox systems by using a finite number of observations of trajectories. To evaluate the invariance of the approximate invariant sets, almost-invariant sets are introduced and probabilistic invariance guarantees have been established. To express the almost-invariant sets explicitly, a data-driven domain identification procedure is developed with inner and outer approximations for the given tolerance and confidence level. Although the development of the proposed approach is based on the assumption that the system is asymptotically stable, it can be also potentially applied to systems with periodic orbits and attractors, as shown by several numerical examples.
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